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Research
Process:
Research for this campaign began with an initial online search about Richardson’s Ice Cream to
gain a greater familiarity with the client. The company’s web site offers a lot of information in
regards to its history, products, and facilities. I also searched the social media sites that I feel
have great potential to help Richardson’s expand and bring increases in revenue, wholesalers,
and brand awareness. Examples of such sites include but are not limited to Facebook, Twitter,
and Groupon. The business is lacking on social media and does not have a company-run
presence on any of these sites. Once I received general background information about the dairy
and its social media potential, I traveled to the farm itself to visualize the client and develop an
on-site presence.
The next stage of my research project was to conduct face-to-face interviews. I first scheduled
an in-depth interview with the Owner and President of Richardson’s, Dave Daniels, followed by
a series of brief interviews with employees and customers. Dave is a member of the Richardson
family (Richardson is his mother’s maiden name) and inherited ownership of the dairy two years
ago. Since Richardson’s is a family-run business and not a typical corporate company, they do
not have any executives or head departments. Dave is in charge of all operations and serves as
the number one source of information in regards to the company. After our individual interview, I
walked around the farm and informally interviewed an employee who milks the cows in the
morning and another employee who drives the ice cream delivery trucks to wholesalers. Then I
went inside to informally interview customers that were on-site to purchase ice cream and milk.
After visiting the farm and acquiring perspectives from both internal and external publics, I was
able to develop a stronger sense of what Richardson’s has to offer and what it needs. Finally, I
conducted a SWOT analysis of the company to conclude my research.
Findings:
My interview with Dave Daniels deepened my understanding of their minimal current and past
marketing efforts. Dave explained to me that they mostly rely on word-of-mouth marketing to
gain new customers and do not have any salesmen or a marketing team. He also notified me
that they have no accounts or profiles on major social media sites, something that he hopes to
get started on after the summer season. While word-of-mouth does prove to be a very effective
marketing tool as it comes from a credible third party source independent of the company, there
is still greater marketing potential for Richardson’s. Dave states that the company’s main focus
is “producing a high quality product,” which in turn brings in more word-of-mouth
recommendations from loyal customers. It is also this delicious homemade ice cream that
generates a large percentage of repeat customers and earns them a solid reputation in the dairy
industry. When interviewing customers, one woman said, “Ice cream doesn’t get any creamier
and sweeter than this. My kids and I love coming to Richardson’s all summer long.”
Aside from word-of-mouth marketing, Dave said they do not invest in much print or radio/TV
advertising. They only execute about 1-2 print advertisements per year. These magazine ads
are usually printed in Northshore Magazine, a local publication in the Northshore area where the
dairy is located. The company has not found radio or television advertising to be especially
effective and “seem to cost more than they are worth.” However, Dave explained that the
company relies heavily on promotion through the sponsoring and donating of ice cream to
events for non-profit organizations. For example, last weekend Richardson’s donated roughly
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5,000 – 6,000 tubs of ice cream to the Phantom Gourmet Safari, a fundraiser in the greaterBoston area for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
The Richardson dairy farm has been in operation since 1695 after the family immigrated to
America from England. However, the dairy did not evolve into an ice cream stand until 1952 and
it did not establish a wholesale business until 1978. The farm, located in Middleton, MA, is a
fully operating dairy farm, complete with bottling facilities, cows, chickens, sheep, ducks, and a
rooster. The location also has a dining room and outdoor patio, along with a two miniature golf
courses, batting cages, and a driving range. It is a very family-friendly destination in the local
community. The company has about 25-30 full-time employees on the farm with around 100
part-time employees. While part-time employees are mainly ice cream scoopers, Richardson’s
full-time employees include 4-5 delivery truck drivers, 7-8 ice cream servers, 4-8 milk bottlers,
three retail managers, and seven farmers. Richardson’s also has a small location in Reading,
MA at the local Jordan’s Furniture Superstore. While I did not visit this location, their web site
describes a 60x40 foot ice cream stand made out of jellybeans. The facility also features Boston
landmarks, tables, and chairs all made out of jellybeans for customers to enjoy while eating
Richardson’s ice cream.
When I asked Dave about any competitors in the area, he stated that they face wholesale
competition from the major New England dairies of Garelick Farms and Hood, and retail
competition from Gifford’s and Bliss Dairy, which are smaller, regional ice cream dairies. I also
inquired about any government regulations or laws they may have to follow as a small business
and Dave replied, “Yes, the government regulates almost everything we do as a small business.
We have a book of over 200 laws that we must follow.” He did not seem too thrilled nor did he
want to go over any of them. These laws fall under categories of proper milk processing, the
dairy industry, and running a small business.
Richardson’s largest public lies in its wholesale business. They sell and distribute their ice
cream to local grocery stores, dairy stands, “scoop shops” and restaurants. The company
currently has 450 wholesale customers. Second to wholesale, Richardson’s focuses on
reaching its retail customers, which are mostly families – typically parents and children visit
during the day and young adults visit at night. Dave was unable to give me a specific number of
customers they receive daily, weekly, or annually.
In addition to wholesale, retail customers, competitors, and regulators, the news media has
proven to be a crucial public in the eyes of Richardson’s. Dave said they have been featured in
a lot of local and New England publications, mostly reviews and write ups of local farms and
quality ice cream. There is a list of awards and acknowledgements from the press featured on
Richardson’s web site. For example, Boston Magazine gave the company the “Best of Boston”
award for its ice cream. These awards and recognition, along with outstanding reviews and
articles written by local news media outlets, give a very credible third party endorsement for
Richardson’s Ice Cream.
SWOT analysis:
•
•
•
•

Strengths – long-standing history, family-friendly, great product quality, credible, fun
atmosphere
Weaknesses – lack of marketing and expansion,
Opportunities – social media, in-store promotions, events, contests, ice cream trucks,
gain brand awareness and exposure
Threats – competitors, budget
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Opportunity Statement
Richardson’s Ice Cream has an opportunity to broaden its wholesale and retail business with
the implementation of a social media marketing campaign. With its current minimal marketing
efforts, the dairy farm has remained a small local entity in a northern suburb outside of Boston,
MA for decades. However, the high product quality and family friendly atmosphere of
Richardson’s farm provide great potential for the family-owned business to raise its brand
awareness and stretch its operations throughout New England. A social media campaign will
establish a strong online following of Richardson’s Ice Cream and increase the farm’s ability to
reach potential wholesale and retail customers outside of the greater Boston area. This is an
unmistakable opportunity for public relations to assist this dairy client in the growth and
expansion of its ice cream business.
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Situational Analysis
Richardson’s Ice Cream currently faces a situation in which the business seeks to increase its
level of brand awareness and revenue sales beyond its local borders. Unfortunately, as a
family-owned farm, it lacks a full public relations team to achieve this goal. With a farm history
dating back to 1695, this ice cream producer and distributor has earned itself a solid reputation
in the dairy industry throughout the greater Boston area. With a large percentage of repeat
customers, Richardson’s relies on this reputation and high product quality to reach new
customers – retail and wholesale – through word-of-mouth recommendations provided by its
loyal and local fan base. Restricted by minimal marketing staff and budget, only a couple of print
and broadcast advertisements are released each year by Richardson’s Ice Cream. These
limitations, along with the higher credibility rate of third party approvals, offer some explanation
as to why word-of-mouth endorsements are what make up the majority of the farm’s marketing
efforts.
In addition to a heavy reliance on word-of-mouth marketing, Richardson’s public relations efforts
are mostly through its donations toward special events and charities. For example, Richardson’s
donated about 5,000 – 6,000 tubs of its ice cream to the Phantom Gourmet Safari, a fundraiser
held on May 14, 2011 in the greater-Boston area to benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Donating to non-profit organizations gives Richardson’s Ice Cream more brand recognition,
allows for audiences to sample its product, and acquires more mentions of its name in the news
media.
With minimal public relations, marketing, and advertising efforts, along with budget and staff
constraints, Richardson’s continues to face immense competition from local and regional
dairies. Local dairy businesses such as Bliss Dairy and Gifford’s Ice Cream threaten the
continuation of Richardson’s retail sales. However, Richardson’s faces heavier wholesale
competition from larger regional dairy distributors, such as Garelick Farms and Hood. The
brand, the ice cream, and the farm are widely recognized amongst its local area and nearby
towns. To surpass its competition from surrounding dairies, Richardson’s must expand its
product and brand to reach beyond its local margins.
Social media sites present small businesses with many opportunities to reach out and
communicate with its key publics, which, in Richardson’s case, are its retail customers, its
wholesale customers, and its competitors. Social media will allow the family-run business to
gather its loyal customers and establish a strong online following of the farm and the brand. In
turn, Richardson’s presence on social media will then spread out toward collecting potential
retail and wholesale customers. The online capabilities of social media allow Richardson’s to
reach people across the globe, broadening its geographical boundaries. Social media will
expand Richardson’s customer base, leading to an increase in revenue, which is ultimately the
ice cream producer’s bottom line.
In order to plan and implement this social media campaign successfully, there is still some
research that needs to be done. To measure and evaluate the effectiveness of the campaign,
one must obtain information in regards to Richardson’s retail and wholesale customers. It would
be beneficial to know how many retail customers it has annually, the demographics of these
customers, as well as its percentage of return customers vs. new customers. For its wholesale
business, it would be helpful to know where one can purchase Richardson’s ice cream (grocery
stores, ice cream shops, restaurants, etc.) To further examine its marketing efforts, it is
necessary to collect a list of any and all advertisements placed by the business itself, as well as
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their placement locations. This information will help evaluate the implementation of social media
into their marketing strategy.
Richardson’s has received many local awards and acknowledgements, along with a substantial
amount of attention from surrounding news publications. Currently, Richardson’s Ice Cream has
been profiled in the local publications of Northshore Magazine, Gloucester Times, and Salem
News. CitySearch.com, Boston Magazine, and Pat Whitley’s Radio Show presented the dairy
with “Best of Boston” and “Best Ice Cream” awards, while Phantom Gourmet acknowledged
Richardson’s as a “Hidden Jewel,” a “Great Ate,” and a “Gourmet Greatness Rating.” TV Diner
with Billy Costa, a Boston radio personality, featured Richardson’s Ice Cream as an expert on
his summer ice cream radio show. WickedLocal.com reported when the business changed its
ownership and when it hosted a pajama drive. Road Food Digest profiled Richardson’s in its
New England Ice Cream Tour and TravelandLesiure.com recognized Richardson’s as one of
“America’s Best Ice Cream Shops.”
In addition to awards and outstanding product reviews, Richardson’s Ice Cream received the
Dairy Farm of Distinction Award from the Massachusetts Farm Beautification Association. This
award was based on roadside appearance, building maintenance, landscaping, and farm
operations that include animal cleanliness and barnyard neatness. The dairy also earned vast
recognition when the Premier of China visited its premises in December 2003. The Premier
sought to observe a working dairy farm and was escorted by Lt. Governor Kerry Healey around
Richardson’s farm. Aside from these great achievements and media coverage, Richardson’s
continues to earn mentions in the press due to stories featuring its wholesale customers or
reports on specific events and/or charities that collect donations from Richardson’s Ice Cream.
However, with the addition of a social media presence, the brand will begin to receive even
more recognition and media coverage from publications inside and outside of the Boston
metropolitan area.
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Goal
Richardson’s Ice Cream wants to be known throughout New England as a credible family
business that produces its own homemade ice cream available for retail and wholesale
distribution. The implementation of social media will help Richardson’s reach this desired
position, bringing an increase in brand awareness and revenue sales. The overarching goal of
this campaign is for Richardson’s Ice Cream to be attracting more retail customers from the
millennial generation (ages 18-33) living in the Boston metropolitan area. This will be achieved
through the accomplishment of three main objectives, effecting the awareness, acceptance, and
action of young adults toward Richardson’s Ice Cream.
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Primary Focus
The Millennial generation is defined by the Pew Research Center as individuals between the
ages of 18-33. They are known to be a generation of confidence and self-expression. These
young adults are considered to be highly receptive to new ideas and lifestyles, typically viewing
issues from a liberal and upbeat perspective. They are the most diverse and educated
generation, focusing less on religion and military and more on politics and technology. In 2009,
the Pew Research Center researched Millennials to create a statistical profile of the generation
and aggregated the following data:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

45.8 million young adults in the United States
75% single or never married
61% white/Caucasian
40% received at least some college (female)
34% received at least some college (male)
62% currently employed
$58,620 average income
2% achieved military veteran status
54% live in the suburbs
32% live in a central city
14% live in a rural farm area
Three out of four have created a profile on a social networking site
One in five have posted a video of themselves online

According to a 2010 study by Pew Research Center, Milliennials remain more likely to access
the Internet wirelessly with a laptop or mobile phone. In addition, they surpass elder generations
online when it comes to use of social networking sites, instant messaging, online classifieds,
listening to music, playing online games, reading blogs, and participating in virtual worlds.
Please see results shown on the chart below.
Through intensive research and studies, the Pew Internet & American Life Project has collected
an abundance of statistics that show the heavy usage and reliance this generation places on
technology, the Internet, and social media. This online dependence brings the primary focus of
this social media campaign to be on the Millennial generation. Campaign objectives, strategies,
and tactics will target young adults ages 18-33 that currently live in New England, specifically in
the greater Boston area. According to 2009 data from the United States Census Bureau, there
are roughly 958,000 people ages 18-33 living in the Boston metropolitan region. The US
Census Bureau defines this region as the Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH metropolitan
statistical area. This includes Massachusetts counties of Suffolk, Plymouth, Middlesex, Norfolk
and Essex, along with New Hampshire counties of Rockingham and Strafford. It is commonly
known as the greater Boston area.
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Objectives
Awareness:
1. To have 10,000 young adults recognize the Richardson’s Ice Cream brand within 12
months
2. To have 10,000 young adults identify the Richardson’s Ice Cream brand within 12
months
3. To have 10,000 young adults locate the Richardson’s Ice Cream brand within 12 months
4. To have 500 Facebook fans within four weeks
5. To have 500 Twitter followers within four weeks
6. To have 5,000 Facebook fans within six months
7. To have 5,000 Twitter followers within six months
8. To send at least one update or tweet to fans and followers each day
Acceptance:
9. To have 8,000 young adults acknowledge Richardson’s Ice Cream as the premier yet
affordable ice cream brand of the Boston metropolitan area within 12 months
10. To generate interest of 5,000 young adults in visiting the Richardson’s Ice Cream
locations in Middleton, MA or Reading, MA within six months.
11. To have 500 people “check in” to Richardson’s Ice Cream on location-based social
media sites within four weeks
12. To have 200 “check-ins” on location-based social media sites each week following the
initial four-week period
13. To make available on social media sites a list of locations where one can purchase
Richardson’s Ice Cream (ex: specific grocery stores) within four weeks
Action:
14. To obtain retail sales from 5,000 young adults that visit one of the Richardson’s Ice
Cream locations within 12 months
15. To have 250 people purchase coupons from deals-based social media sites within four
weeks
16. To have 100 people purchase coupons from deals-based social media sites each week,
following the initial four-week period
17. To distribute 1,000 promotional fliers announcing Richardson’s social media presence to
retail customers within four weeks
18. To distribute promotional email message to all 450 wholesale customers announcing
Richardson’s social media presence within four weeks
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Strategies
The message strategy of this campaign is to frame Richardson’s Ice Cream as a brand that
produces great quality ice cream yet offers it at reasonable prices that young adults can afford
and enjoy. To target young adults, this campaign must focus on communicating messages that
distinguish Richardson’s apart from its competitors, introducing the ice cream brand as the most
popular and premier ice cream brand in the Boston metropolitan area. To implement this
specific message structure, the campaign will assume a social media approach, creating a
Richardson’s Ice Cream presence on relevant sites that are frequently visited by young adults.
The Pew Internet & American Life Project chart shown on page six illustrates “the popularity of
internet activities among internet users in each generation.” According to the chart, Millennials
utilize the Internet the most to engage in email correspondence, to use search engines, to
obtain health information, to connect on social networking sites, to watch videos, to get the
news, and finally, to buy a product. The overall campaign strategy is structured around these
online behaviors. Strategies will involve social media sites that focus on either providing its
publics with news and updates, with locations and destinations, or finally, with deals and
coupons. These social media sites will be categorized as news-based, location-based, and
deals-based.
News-Based:
Provide young adults with at least one daily update about Richardson’s Ice Cream. Continuous
streams of information about Richardson’s will significantly raise brand recognition and increase
awareness of its locations, products, and services. News feeds and status updates will allow for
the business to communicate a wide array of information to its publics. Topics include but are
not limited to: product information (ex: new ice cream flavors), special events (ex: fundraisers),
promotions (ex: free samples at wholesale locations), contests (ex: create your own ice cream
flavor), etc.
Location-Based:
Provide young adults the opportunity to post their location (“check in”) when visiting
Richardson’s Ice Cream locations in Middleton, MA or Reading, MA. Certain social media sites
allow its users to update where they currently are located, where (and when) they are going,
who they are going with, etc. There are also functions that allow them to list their favorite
brands/products/places etc. Encouraging customers to list Richardson’s Ice Cream as their
current location or favorite ice cream brand will increase its presence on the social media
spectrum. This function will also spark interest amongst site users to learn more about the
brand, to visit its locations and to try its products.
Deals-Based:
Provide young adults with a deal and/or coupon at least once a week that can be used to
purchase Richardson’s Ice Cream products. Continuously offering coupons and special deals
(such as two ice creams for the price of one) will create a bigger incentive among social media
users to purchase Richardson’s Ice Cream products. In addition to generating more brand
recognition and bringing more people to its locations, coupon incentives will give customers
more of a reason to purchase Richardson’s Ice Cream products, ultimately bringing a significant
increase in revenue from retail sales.
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Promotional:
Provide current and potential customers, as well as online users, with information in regards to
Richardson’s new presence on social media sites. The overall campaign will not succeed if
people are unaware that Richardson’s can now be found on popular social media sites like
Facebook or that they can now purchase daily coupons for its ice cream on sites like Groupon.
Promotional messaging will take place at Richardson’s Ice Cream locations and will encourage
customers to check out the brand online. All of Richardson’s wholesale customers will be
notified through email messages.
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Tactics
Facebook
Below is an example of what the Richardson’s Ice Cream Facebook Page might look like:

This Facebook page will be created and running by September 1, 2011. It will post new content
everyday, giving followers all the information they need about Richardson’s Ice Cream.
Facebook allows businesses to post a wide array of content to their pages, such as
photographs, videos, status updates, and links to their web sites. Richardson’s can also post
additional specific information, including descriptions of the farm, its hours, products, locations,
and driving directions.
•

Potential status updates –
o January: “Feeling a bit heavy after the holidays? Try our skim milk, bottled every
morning from hormone-free cows! Not to mention, our milk is much fresher and
lower priced than the brands you buy at the grocery store”
o May: Post photographs of the dairy – “Come take a tour of our farm, pet the
animals, and sample our newest ice cream flavors!”
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Twitter
Below is an example of what the Richardson’s Ice Cream Twitter feed might look like:

This Twitter feed will be created and running by September 1, 2011. It will post new status
updates everyday, giving followers detailed information about the daily operations and
occurrences at Richardson’s Ice Cream. Similar to Facebook, Twitter allows its users to post
photographs and links in their “tweets.” Twitter can be used as a direct two-way form of
communication. Followers are able to respond to tweets from Richardson’s and in turn,
Richardson’s can use Twitter to communicate its high level of customer appreciation.
•

Potential tweets –
o October: “Nothing goes better with warm pumpkin pie than a side of Richardson’s
homemade pumpkin ice cream”
o December: “Ho Ho Ho Happy Holidays! Come try our Peppermint Stick ice
cream, half price for the month of December!”
o April: “Celebrate the start of another Red Sox season with our Green Monster
flavor: mint ice cream with Oreos and fudge swirl. Yumm!”

The status function on Facebook and Twitter allows companies to constantly provide streams of
content to its customers. These news-based social media sites will allow Richardson’s to
communicate any information the business finds relevant, such as special events, promotions,
coupons, new flavors, hours of operations, etc. For example, to gain more followers on
Facebook and Twitter, Richardson’s will be using the sites to announce a Secret Flavor of the
Week each month. This will occur one week out of the month and customers will be unaware of
which week will be the Secret Flavor week, as it changes with each new month. If a customer
decides to follow Richardson’s on Twitter and/or Facebook, he or she will have the advantage of
seeing the secret flavor of the week when it is announced on these sites. Any customer that
asks and identifies the secret flavor that week will receive it for free (size small, cup or cone).
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FourSquare
Below is an example of what a customer might see when they look up Richardson’s Ice Cream
to check-in on FourSquare:

Promotional messaging will be used to encourage customers to “check in” to Richardson’s Ice
Cream on FourSquare using their mobile phones and devices. This campaign aims to acquire
200 check-ins each week (combined with Facebook Places). In addition to posting one’s current
location, FourSquare also allows its users to post “tips” or comments about Richardson’s Ice
Cream locations, as well as leave comments about their wholesale locations. For example, one
“tip” was posted about Marshall’s Fenway Farmstand, stating “Marshall's Fenway Farm has 1/2
gallon jugs of Richardson's Ice Cream and Frozen Yogurt for just $6.99.” FourSquare is a great
site for customers to see who else visits Richardson’s as well as what other businesses sell
Richardson’s products.
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Facebook Places
Below is an example of what a customer might see when they use Facebook Places to check
into Richardson’s Ice Cream:

Promotional messaging will be used to encourage customers to “check in” to Richardson’s Ice
Cream using Facebook Places. This campaign aims to acquire 200 check-ins each week
(combined with FourSquare). As you can see from the image above, Facebook Places allows its
users to not only post where they are and who they are with, but also to see where their friends
are and to find any coupons in their surrounding areas. For example, a user could “check in” to
Richardson’s Ice Cream, tagging three friends that are also at the farm. The user could then
click “Here Now” to see if he or she knows any one else that is currently at Richardson’s Ice
Cream or has previously visited the farm. The ability to link locations to friends and discounts
gives Facebook Places great potential to significantly increase brand recognition of
Richardson’s Ice Cream among young adults.
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Groupon
Below is an example of what a coupon featured on Groupon might look like:

Groupon will be utilized at least once a week to offer customers a coupon that is to be used at
Richardson’s Ice Cream. Groupon and other deals-based social media sites have skyrocketed
in popularity. Businesses who choose to sign up with Groupon release a new coupon or
discount at their leisure (once a day, once a week, etc.) Groupon then offers it for users to
purchase and use at the company. For example, a user could log onto Groupon and type in “ice
cream” then choose their location “ Boston” and click “Find Deals Now.” If Richardson’s has a
coupon to offer that day, the user may purchase it. Groupon also allows its users to buy
coupons for their friends, as well as search for deals by category (“Eat Something”) and location
(Middleton, MA), which will greatly raise brand awareness and recognition among the young
adult population. Deals-based social media sites give users more incentives to visit a business
and actually make a purchase. These sites also allow Richardson’s to work within its campaign
framework, communicating messages that its products are the leading yet most affordable dairy
products available in the Boston metropolitan area.
•

Potential coupons –
o Sundays: “50% off of all sundaes at Richardson’s Ice Cream”
o Wednesdays: “$5 for $15 worth of Richardson’s Ice Cream”
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Promotional messaging
To attract visitors to Richardson’s social media sites, we must first implement promotional
messaging during the first week of the campaign (September 1, 2011) to notify users,
customers, and ice cream lovers.

•

Banner –
o

Richardson’s will hang a banner outside its farm in Middleton, MA and its location
at Jordan’s Furniture in Reading, MA to promote its social media accounts. The
banner will say something along the lines of:
We’re going social!
Friend us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter @RichardsonsIceC
Check in on FourSquare
Buy our daily deals on Groupon

o

To further promote visits to our social media sites, Richardson’s will hang a new
banner at the start of every month, changing the headline to something relevant
to that month’s theme, focus, or flavor (see calendar for details). For example, for
the month of December the banner might say:
Spread Holiday Cheer!
Friend us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter @RichardsonsIceC
Check in on FourSquare
Buy our daily deals on Groupon
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•

Flier –
In addition to the banner, Richardson’s will post a flier that will be posted around
the Richardson’s Ice Cream locations, as well as at their wholesale locations (like
other local ice cream shops that serve Richardson’s Ice Cream). The flier will be
similar to the banner, encouraging customers to check out Richardson’s Ice
Cream on all of the social media sites that are used in this campaign. Here’s an
example of what the flier could look like:

o

Introducing:
Richardson’s Ice Cream online!
Friend us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter (@RichardsonsIceC)
And receive the latest updates on our
newest flavors, special monthly promotions,
and much, much mor e!
Have a smartphone?
Check in to Richardson’s using
FourSquare and Facebook Places
Check out Groupon
And receive the latest coupons and deals
on our ice cream products!

Spread the word! Tell your friends!
156 South Main St, Middleton, MA 01949
978-774-5450
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•

Email message –
o

A final promotional tactic will be in the form of an email message sent out to all
450 wholesale customers that notifies them about Richardson’s Ice Cream new
social media accounts. Since wholesale customers may not necessarily visit the
farm as frequently as retail customers, an email message will be a great way for
them to stay informed, as well as a nice opportunity for Richardson’s to ask the
wholesale customers if the business can post its fliers in their shops, restaurants,
grocery stores, etc. The email message will say:
Greetings from your favorite local dairy and ice cream supplier, Richardson’s Ice
Cream! We are informing all of our wholesale customers about our newest
development to the Richardson’s brand – social media! Friend us on Facebook
or follow us on Twitter (@RichardsonsIceC) to receive the most up-to-date news
regarding our latest products, among a variety of other information about what’s
happening at the farm.
We would most appreciate it if you would allow one of our farm representatives to
stop by your shop next week and post a Richardson’s social media flier that
contains even more information about our new online presence!
As always, thank you for your loyal business!
Kind Regards,
Richardson’s Ice Cream
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Evaluation
Evaluation of this plan is provided in two ways: 1) short-term progress tracking – a weekly report
included with every objective that shows how progress toward achievement of each objective is
to be monitored; and 2) a longer-term assessment of outcomes that explains how the desired
outcome for each objective is to be assessed or measured.
Progress tracking is shown in the plan under each objective. Assessment or measurement of
outcomes is described in this section following a restatement of each objective.
Objective: To have 10,000 young adults recognize the brand within 12 months
• Assessment – At the end of 12 months, distribute brand satisfaction and ice cream
preference survey to young adults in the Boston metropolitan area
Objective: To have 10,000 young adults identify the brand within 12 months
• Assessment – At the end of 12 months, distribute brand satisfaction and ice cream
preference survey to young adults in the Boston metropolitan area
Objective: To have 10,000 young adults locate the brand within 12 months
• Assessment – At the end of 12 months, distribute brand satisfaction and ice cream
preference survey to young adults in the Boston metropolitan area
Objective: To have 500 Facebook fans within four weeks
• Assessment – At the end of 4 weeks, check how many fans the page has on Facebook
Objective: To have 500 Twitter followers within four weeks
• Assessment – At the end of 4 weeks, check how many follower our Twitter account
Objective: To have 5,000 Facebook fans within six months
• Assessment – At the end of 6 months, check how many fans the page has on Facebook
Objective: To have 5,000 Twitter followers within six months
• Assessment – At the end of 6 months, check how many follower our Twitter account
Objective: To send at least one update or tweet to fans and followers each day
• Assessment – Use the progress-tracking report to document this
Objective: To have 8,000 young adults acknowledge Richardson’s Ice Cream as the premier yet
affordable ice cream brand of the Boston metropolitan area within 12 months
• Assessment – At the end of 12 months, distribute brand satisfaction and ice cream
preference survey to young adults in the Boston metropolitan area
Objective: To generate interest of 5,000 young adults in visiting the Richardson’s Ice Cream
locations in Middleton, MA or Reading, MA within six months.
• Assessment – At the end of 6 months, distribute brand satisfaction and ice cream
preference survey to young adults in the Boston metropolitan area
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Objective: To have 500 people “check in” to Richardson’s Ice Cream on location-based social
media sites within four weeks
• Assessment – At the end of 4 weeks, check how many check-ins Richardson’s has on
FourSquare and Facebook Places.
Objective: To have 200 “check-ins” on location-based social media sites each week following
the initial four-week period
• Assessment – At the end of each week, check how many check-ins Richardson’s has on
FourSquare and Facebook Places. Use the progress-tracking report to document this.
Objective: To make available on social media sites a list of locations where one can purchase
Richardson’s Ice Cream (ex: specific grocery stores) within four weeks
• Assessment – Use the progress-tracking report to document this
Objective: To obtain retail sales from 5,000 young adults that visit one of the Richardson’s Ice
Cream locations within 12 months
• Assessment – At the end of 12 months, distribute brand satisfaction and ice cream
preference survey to young adults in the Boston metropolitan area
Objective: To have 250 people purchase coupons from deals-based social media sites within
four weeks
• Assessment – At the end of 4 weeks, check how many people purchased a Groupon for
Richardson’s Ice Cream
Objective: To have 100 people purchase coupons from deals-based social media sites each
week, following the initial four-week period
• Assessment – At the end of each week, check how many people purchased a Groupon
for Richardson’s Ice Cream. Use the progress-tracking report to document this.
Objective: To distribute 1,000 promotional fliers announcing Richardson’s social media
presence to retail customers within four weeks
• Assessment – Use the progress-tracking report to document this
Objective: To distribute promotional email message to all 450 wholesale customers announcing
Richardson’s social media presence within four weeks
• Assessment – Use the progress-tracking report to document this
By achieving the desired outcome for each of the plan’s objectives, we will accomplish our goal
for Richardson’s Ice Cream to be attracting more retail customers from the millennial generation
(ages 18-33) living in the Boston metropolitan area.
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Progress Tracking Report

Tactic

On Schedule
On Target
On Budget

Behind Schedule
Off Target
Over Budget

Completed

Facebook Page
Twitter
FourSquare
Facebook Places
GroupOn
This chart will be completed and filed at the end of each week to track this campaign’s shortterm progress.
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Timeline
First 6 Months –

Month:

September

October

November

December

January

February

Flavor:

Apple Crisp

Pumpkin

Maple Walnut

Peppermint
Stick

Moose Tracks

Strawberry

Focus:

Fall Fun

Halloween

Giving Thanks

Holiday Cheer

Valentine's

Week 1

FB/TWIT:

Promote the
start of social
media
campaign

1/2 price
pumpkin flavor

Secret Flavor of the
Week

Peppermint
Stick half price
during month of
December

Resolutions
Promote our
healthier
products: skim
milk, eggs, frozen
yogurt, etc.

4SQ/FBPL:

50 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:

25 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

PROMO:

SM banner:
Give Thanks

SM banner:
Spread
Holiday Cheer

SM banner: Happy
New Years

SM banner:
Sweets for your
Sweetheart

SM banner: Give
Thanks

SM banner:
Spread Holiday
Cheer

FB/TWIT:

Recipe:
homemade
apple crisp

Secret Flavor
of the Week

Ice Cream at
Thanksgiving
recipes

Promote ice
cream and
pie/holiday
desserts

1/2 price moose
tracks

Two for the Price
of One for
couples on
Valentine's Day

4SQ/FBPL:

100 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:
PROMO:

50 purchases
Post 500 fliers

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

FB/TWIT:

Release list of
whole-sellers

Cows costume
parade

1/2 price maple
walnut flavor

Secret Flavor of
the Week

Promote sherbert

1/2 price
strawberry flavor

4SQ/FBPL:

150 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:
PROMO:

75 purchases
Send email

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

Promote ice cream
and pie/holiday
desserts

Ring in the New
Year with
peppermint ice
cream

Secret Flavor of
the Week

Stay warm in
Jordan's
Furniture in
Reading, MA

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Secret Flavor of
the Week

FB/TWIT:

Secret Flavor of
the Week

Wear
Halloween
costume and
get 2 for 1
cones

4SQ/FBPL:

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:
PROMO:

100 purchases
Post 500 fliers
EVAL: 4 month

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases
EVAL: 6 month
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Second 6 Months –

Month:

March

Flavor:
Focus:

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

April

May

June

July

August

Blueberry

Cotton Candy

Green Monster

Butter Pecan

Cookie Dough

German
ChocCake

Luck o' the Irish

Red Sox
Season

Mother's Day

Father's Day

July 4th

Summer Heat

4th of July Ice
Cream recipes

1/2 price cotton
candy flavor

FB/TWIT:

Announce
contest

Secret Flavor
of the Week

Announce contest
winner

Promote Dads
get free sundae
on Sundays

4SQ/FBPL:

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

PROMO:

SM banner:
Spring has
Sprung

SM banner:
Go Sox

SM banner: Mom Free Sundaes on
Sundays

SM banner: Dad
- Free Sundaes
on Sundays

SM banner: Red
White and
Blueberry

SM banner: Beat
the Heat

FB/TWIT:

Secret Flavor of
the Week

Promote
contest

Promote Moms get
free sundae on
Sundays

Promote mini
golf and driving
range

Secret Flavor of
the Week

Promote Lemon
Lime Rickeys

4SQ/FBPL:

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:
PROMO:

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

FB/TWIT:

Promote
contest

Promote
contest

Secret Flavor of the
Week

Promote batting
cages

Promote hot
dogs

Cool down with
ice cream

4SQ/FBPL:

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:
PROMO:

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

FB/TWIT:

Promote
contest

Deadline for
contest

Promote tour of
Richardson's

Secret Flavor of
the Week

1/2 price
blueberry flavor

Secret Flavor of
the Week

4SQ/FBPL:

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

200 check ins

GPON:
PROMO:

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases

100 purchases
EVAL: 12 month
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Budget
Since the use of Facebook, Twitter, FourSquare, Facebook Places, and Groupon are free, there
is not a large budget needed for this campaign. The majority of necessary funds are for
personnel who will be hired on a part-time basis to maintain and post content onto the social
media accounts, as well as funds for the printing of fliers and for the construction of banners.
The following numbers are only estimations and not based off of actual staff earnings.
Estimated Budget
Personnel Billing
Agency Staff

Rate/Hour

Hours/Day

Days

Total

Account Exec

$25/Hr

2 Hrs/Day

30 Days (4 wks)

$1,500

Asst. AE

$10/Hr

2 Hrs/Day

300 Days

$6,000

Subtotal:

$7,500

Out-of-Pocket Expenses
Flier

1 = $0.25

500 x $0.25 =

$125.00

Banner

1 = $5.00

12 x $5.00 =

$60.00
Subtotal:

Total Estimated Budget:

$185.00
$7,685.00
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